A Tribute to Chana Mannen

Don Diego Scholarship Foundation
1986-2022 Inaugural Executive Director

S

ometimes, as the saying
goes, the best man for
the job is a woman.

In the case of Don Diego
Scholarship Foundation (DDSF), that
woman was a Mannen. Unflappable
Chana Mannen.
Chana’s efforts began during a
challenging time, after actor Tom
Hernandez, AKA the San Diego
County Fair’s longtime welcoming
ambassador Don Diego, died
unexpectedly a few days before
1984’s Opening Day. It ends as we
emerge from another challenging
time, due to the pandemic.
Chana’s DDSF connection is rooted
decades earlier. She relates, “In
1970, I was a newlywed teacher
moving to a new community in
the middle of the school year. My
husband Frank told me I could
probably get a job at the Fair.”
That summer job blossomed into
a 52-year career. As she worked
her way up to Deputy Manager,
she notes, “I always looked for
innovative ways to keep the Fair
fresh and evolving.”

Some of her innovations segued
into our DDSF, including the popular Plant*Grow*Eat program that educates children about nutrition and
agriculture. Thanks to Chana’s coordination, Board support and largesse of individuals and organizations,
DDSF bus sponsorship has enabled countless low-income elementary students to enjoy a fulfilling
experience and fun day at the Fair.
Chana’s involvement in another endeavor resulted in our namesake organization. She recounts, “I was
Tom’s supervisor in the early 1980s. We enjoyed a warm relationship.” When the Fair board created a
college scholarship fund in his name in 1986, Chana handled the program until she retired from the Fair in
2006, when she was appointed inaugural DDSF Executive Director.

Fair Fun & DDSF Delights

Chana gets her start
at the Fair as Assistant
Home Arts Coordinator
in the early 1970s.

The “Goat Girls,” aka Mannen
daughters, at the Fair.

Chana shows then-Texas
Governor (and future
U.S. President) George W.
Bush around the Fair.

Chana welcomes DDSF Plant*Grow*Eat
sponsorship donors to the 2016 Fair.

Chana and Scholar Amy Wehner
at the 2015 DDSF Gala.

Chana presents DDSF scholarships to Sarah
Drown, Katie Flinn and Kaitlyn McCallum
at 2017 Ramona High awards night.

Chana at the 2009 Gala with
the “Father” of DDSF, Bob
Spanjian, and his wife Betty.

Chana was recognized
at the 2018 DDSF
Gala for her 30+
years of Foundation
stewardship.
Chana and Scholar Victoria Navarro highlight
DDSF college scholarship opportunities on 2019
KOCT’s “Oceanside Spectrum.”

Building a Solid Foundation and a Lasting Legacy
Amigo. Bricks. College scholarships. Former teacher Chana Mannen was wellschooled in the ABCs of running a nonprofit. The primary mission: transforming
today’s outstanding students into tomorrow’s exceptional leaders.
Now in DDSF’s 36th year of providing college scholarships, more than 300
Scholar-Leaders have shared more than $1 million in monetary awards
propelling them to universities across the country and careers across the
spectrum; from agriculture to healthcare to tech to teaching and much more.

Dear Chana:
As a scholarship
recipient 19 years
ago and now a Board
member for many
years, it has been a
pleasure working
with you on both
sides of DDSF.
Thank you for your
many years of work
and passion. Your
legacy will not be
forgotten as you have
laid the foundation
for the future in
so many ways.
Thank you,
Alysha Stehly

To ensure that our
demonstrably successful
scholarship program
would continue beyond
her tenure, Chana was
instrumental in recently
creating and soliciting
membership in the
our Endowed Named
Scholarship program.
Several Board members
and friends of DDSF have made sizable donations that fund scholarships in
perpetuity.
Among them are Chana and Frank Mannen. They note, “We have both been
employed by and involved with the Fair for decades. Our two daughters worked
there as well. We consider it an honor and privilege to establish the $10,000
Mannen Family Endowed Scholarship to help future Fair employees achieve
their college and career goals.”
Chana confirms that her long service with DDSF has been a labor of love: “Every
year, when I meet the outstanding applicants, hear their inspirational and
aspirational stories, and discover their passionate idealism, it renews my faith
in humanity.”
Each of us who has enjoyed working with Chana Mannen to build a better San
Diego, one scholarship at a time, thanks her for her dedication to Don Diego
Scholarship Foundation, the San Diego County Fair, and our wider community.
On behalf of all Board members and scholarship recipients throughout the
years, we wish you: Happy retirement, Chana!
2022 DON DIEGO SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION LEADERSHIP
Juanita Hayes, John Hoeflich, D Prestininzi, George Karetas,
Lisa Barkett, Alyson Connelly, Sandra DiCicco, Glenn Drown, Susan Farrior,
Joe Harper, Kirby Morrison, Frederick Schenk, Stephen Shewmaker, Alysha Stehly,
Chairs Emeritus Paul Ecke III, Roxana Foxx, Jon Liss
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